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ABSTRACT: Photosensitizers used in homogeneous photocatalytic systems for artificial photosynthesis such as hydrogen 

production are typically based on expensive transition metal complexes such as d6 ruthenium(II) or iridium(III). In this work, we 

demonstrate efficient H2 production in acidic water by using an organic dye derived from the triazatriangulenium (TATA+) family 

as a visible-light-absorbing photosensitizer (PS). By associating the hydrosoluble tris(ethoxyethanol)triazatriangulenium with an 
efficient H2-evolving cobalt catalyst and ascorbic acid as sacrificial electron donor (SD), remarkable photocatalytic performances 

were reached in aqueous solution at pH 4.5, under visible light irradiation, with up to 8950 catalytic cycles versus catalyst. 

Noteworthy, the performances of this dye largely exceed those of the benchmark Ru tris-bipyridine in the same experimental 
conditions, when low concentrations of catalyst are used. This higher efficiency has been clearly ascribed to the remarkable 

robustness of the reduced form of the organic dye, TATA•. Indeed, the combination of the planar structure of TATA+ together with 

the presence of the three electron-donating nitrogen atoms, promote the stabilization of TATA• by delocalization of the radical, 

thereby preventing its degradation in the course of photocatalysis. By contrast the reduced form of the Ru photosensitizer, 
[RuII(bpy)2(bpy•-)]+  (“Ru–”), is much less stable. Nanosecond transient absorption experiments confirm the formation of TATA• in 

the course of the photocatalytic process in accordance with the mechanism initiated by the reductive quenching of the singlet 

excited state of TATA+ by ascorbate. The second electron transfer from TATA• to the catalyst has also been evidenced by this 
technique with the detection of the signature of the reduced Co(I) form of the catalyst. The present study establishes that certain 

organic dyes are to be considered as relevant alternatives to expensive metal-based PSs insofar as they can exhibit a high stability 

under prolonged irradiation, even in acidic water, thereby providing valuable insights for the development of robust molecular 

systems only based on earth-abundant elements for solar fuel generation.  

KEYWORDS : photosensitizer •  triangulenium • hydrogen • photocatalysis • cobalt  

1. INTRODUCTION 

The conversion of solar energy into fuel molecules, such 
as dihydrogen by light-driven water-splitting is the subject of 

considerable interest as it constitutes a sustainable and carbon-

neutral way to face current energy challenges.1,2 A largely 
investigated approach to reduce protons into H2, the reduction 

product of the water-splitting reaction, relies on molecular 

photocatalytic systems in homogeneous solution, which 

typically associate a light-harvesting photosensitizer (PS), a 
H2-evolving catalyst (Cat), and a sacrificial electron donor 

(SD) as the primary source of electrons.3-6 In such systems, the 

reductive quenching of the excited state of PS (PS*) generally 
occurs, leading to its reduced state (PS–), owing to the much 

higher concentration of SD than that of the catalyst. The PS– 

reduces, in its turn, the catalyst, which can then react with 
protons (or water) to produce H2. Another promising 

approach, more recently explored, is to immobilize the 

molecular photosensitizer and catalyst onto the surface of 

semi-conductor nanoparticles (SC), leading to semi-
heterogeneous systems.7-11 H2-evolving photocathodes have 

been also constructed by immobilization of PS and Cat on a 

bulk SC,12,13 in view to be implemented in devices for water 
splitting, without requirement of sacrificial reagents. However, 

to fully satisfy the criteria of the sustainable H2 production via 

water-splitting, these homogeneous or heterogeneous systems 

should not only involve earth-abundant elements but should 
also be stable and efficiently operative in water, without 

addition of toxic organic co-solvent(s). Much progress has 

been achieved in recent years in developing H2-evolving 
molecular catalysts that fulfill these requirements with the use 

of Co, Fe, Ni and Mo transition metal complexes.4,14-19 It 

remains nonetheless that most of the studies reported so far on 
this topic rely on the use of rare and expensive metal-based PS 

such as ruthenium ([Ru(bpy)3]2+, denoted Ru; bpy = 

bipyridine), or iridium ([Ir(bpy)(ppy)2]+, denoted Ir; ppy =  

phenylpyridine) complexes and their derivatives. Indeed, these 
latter have the great assess of displaying both long-lived 

metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) excited states and 

very negative reduction potentials.20 However, these inorganic 
PSs suffer from instability, in particular in water, insofar as 

their reduced states (ligand-centered radical anions) generated 
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by the reductive quenching, can undergo either ligand(s) 
substitution or hydrogenation.21-23 

Metal-free organic dyes, only made of earth-abundant 

elements, constitute a very attractive alternative to these 
inorganic complexes,3,24 although they usually exhibit excited 

states of shorter lifetimes and less negative reduction 

potentials, compared to those of the Ru and Ir compounds. 

Since 2009, only a few families of commercially available 
organic dyes such as xanthenes,3,4,25-36 rhodamines37 and 

acriflavine38 and even more recently, synthetic dyes like 

BODIPY,39-43 perylene monoimides,44,45 and fluorenes46 have 
been successfully employed in association with earth-abundant 

H2-evolving catalysts in homogeneous photocatalytic systems. 

There have also been a few studies on the use of free-base 
porphyrins.47 Typically, the poor stability of the reduced 

radical forms of these organic dyes, generated by reductive 

quenching, leads either to hydrogenation of their skeletons or 

to their dehalogenation (in the case of xanthenes). In other 
words, most of these dyes deteriorate quite readily during the 

photocatalytic processes, especially in acidic media. Because 

of the low stability and/or solubility of these sensitizers in 
aqueous solutions, these studies are generally conducted in 

mixed aqueous-organic solvents (e.g. CH3CN/H2O). Only the 

photocatalytic system with the perylene dye operates in acidic 
water (pH 4.0).44,45 However, this amphiphile chromophore 

forms hydrogels in water as a result of its supramolecular self-

assembly, which limits the number of catalytic cycles per 
catalyst (turnovers, TONs), as in this instance of the water-

soluble form of the Dubois’ “Ni phosphine” catalyst (TON ≤ 

400). Therefore, to access robust molecular homogeneous 

photocatalytic systems for hydrogen production made up of 
earth-abundant elements, one current challenge is to explore 

new families of organic dyes that will ideally combine: i) a 

high stability of their reduced forms, even in acidic water, ii) 
suitable electronic absorption and photophysical features, 

together with iii) suitable electrochemical properties at the 

fundamental and excited state to allow efficient electron 
transfer at the fundamental or excited state to the SD and the 

catalyst, as for instance sufficiently negative reduction 

potentials to reduce the H2-evolving catalysts. In the case of 

the semi-heterogeneous and heterogeneous systems mentioned 
above, an efficient injection of holes or electrons from the 

excited state of the photosensitizer into the valence or 

conduction band of the semi-conductor would be also 
required.10,48 

Herein we introduce an organic dye derived from the 

triazatriangulenium carbocationic scaffold, TATA+, and its 

use as a visible-light-absorbing photosensitizer in a 
photocatalytic system designed for H2 production. 

Triazatriangulenium dyes, first isolated in 2000 by Laursen 

and Krebs,49,50 are highly stable carbenium species that belong 
to the cationic triangulenes.51,52 Yet, to the best of our 

knowledge, such derivatives have never been used in photo-

induced electron transfer reactions to drive catalytic processes. 
With the view to conducting photocatalysis in fully aqueous 

solution, we have synthesized a new water soluble TATA+ 

derivative that bears one ethoxyethanol chain per bridging 

nitrogen atom (Scheme 1, TATA+). This dye was tested in 
association with the cobalt tetraazamacrocyclic complex, 

[CoIII(CR14)Cl2]+ (1), which is one of the most efficient H2-

evolving catalyst in acidic water,53-56 and ascorbate (HA-) as 

SD (Scheme 1). With this system, in a fully aqueous solution 
at pH 4.5, outstanding photocatalytic performances for H2 

evolution both in terms of activity and stability have been 

achieved under visible light irradiation. Comparative studies in 
similar experimental conditions also showed that this organic 

PS displays performances by far exceeding those of 

benchmark [Ru(bpy)3]2+ (denoted Ru) when low catalyst 

concentrations versus PS are used. The higher stability of the 
photocatalytic system with TATA+ is attributed to the higher 

stability of the photosensitizer in its reduced form, TATA•, in 

acidic water compared to the reduced form of Ru, 

[RuII(bpy)2(bpy•-)]+ (denoted Ru–). 

 

Scheme 1. Photosensitizers, sacrificial donor and catalyst 

studied in this work. 

 

The excellent stability of TATA• has been demonstrated 
by spectro-electrochemical studies, which have allowed 

obtaining its spectroscopic signature for the first time. Time 

resolved luminescence and nanosecond transient absorption 
spectroscopy were also employed to investigate the quenching 

kinetics of the TATA+* excited state, as well as the related 

photocatalytic mechanism, thanks to the detection of key 
intermediates such as TATA• and the active Co(I) reduced 

form of the catalyst.  

 

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

2.1. Synthesis, spectroscopic and photophysical 
properties of TATA+. The tris-ethoxyethanol-substituted 

TATA+ was synthesized in two steps from cheap reagents and 

isolated either as a chloride salt (after anion metathesis) to 
further increase its solubility in water for photocatalytic 

experiments (see below) or as its hexafluorophosphate (PF6
–) 

salt to perform spectro-electrochemical studies in CH3CN (see 
SI and Figures S1-S10). The electronic absorption spectrum of 

TATA(PF6) in CH3CN is dominated by a broad absorption 

band in the visible domain spanning from 425 to 590 nm (max 

= 525 nm;  = 11,900 M–1 cm–1; Figure 1A).52,57-59 The 

photocatalysis experiments are carried out in buffered aqueous 

media. It is thus important to obtain spectroscopic and 
photophysical characteristics of TATA+ in this solvent, all the 

more as, to the best of our knowledge, such studies have not 

yet been described in literature. In water, the shape of the 
visible band of TATA(Cl) is quite similar to that obtained for 

TATA(PF6) in CH3CN, with a large band in the visible region 

displaying two maxima at respectively 500 and 530 nm. The 
main difference lies in molar absorptivity, which is somewhat 

lower in water than that measured in CH3CN (max = 530 nm;  
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= 8800 M–1 cm–1; Figure 1B). The emission spectrum of 
TATA+ in aqueous solution at 298 K exhibits a maximum at 

578 nm, close to the max of the absorption spectrum (Stokes 

shift of about 50 nm), typical of a singlet excited state (Figure 
1B). In water, at pH 4.5, the lifetime of TATA+* was 

measured to be 14 ns, which is relatively long for the singlet 

excited state of an organic dye. Nevertheless, these results are 
consistent with those obtained in organic solvents for 

analogous N-alkyl TATA+* derivatives (τ ≈ 9 ns and λem 

ranging from 548 to 568 nm).58,60 The small bathochromic 

shift of the λem as well as the increased τ measured for 
TATA+* in water can be reasonably attributed to solvent 

change. From the absorption and emission spectra, we can 

estimate the energy value of the excited state (E0-0) to be 2.23 
eV, a value slightly higher than that of Ru (2.1 eV) (Table 

S1).  
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Figure 1. (A) UV-visible absorption spectra of a 0.5 mM solution 

of TATA(PF6) in CH3CN + 0.1 M [Bu4N]BF4 (a) before and (b) 

after an exhaustive reduction at –1.60 V vs Ag/AgNO3 (formation 

of TATA•), optical path = 1 mm. (B) (a) UV-visible absorption 

spectrum of a 0.5 mM solution of TATA(Cl) and (b) normalized 

emission spectra (ex = 470 nm) of a 10 μM solution of TATA(Cl) 

under argon (full line) and under oxygen (dashed line) in an 

aqueous acetate buffer (1M) at pH 4.5. 

Otherwise, the luminescence of TATA+* is quenched at 56% 

in presence of O2 in water (Figure 1B). Indeed, a recent study 

on structural analogues of TATA+, the azadioxatriangulenium 
(ADOTA) and diazaoxatriangulenium (DAOTA),61 reveals 

that the singlet excited state of these organic dyes with 
relatively long lifetime (τ ≈ 20 ns) can be also quenched by O2. 

Other previous studies on other organic dye families such as 

anthracene and carboline reported similar quenching, 
debunking the classic rule where only triplet state are 

quenched by molecular oxygen.62 

Although in water the lifetime of the lowest excited state of 

TATA+* is significantly shorter than that of Ru, which is a 
triplet MLCT (592 ns),55 it should be long enough to allow 

bimolecular electron transfer reactions in homogeneous 

solutions. Singlet excited state lifetimes of the organic dyes 
already employed in homogeneous photocatalytic systems for 

H2 production are shorter than 5 ns,25,41,44,45,63,64 which is in 

principle not sufficient to allow intermolecular electron 
transfer. However, it has been shown that the presence of 

heavy atoms as substituents (e. g. of halogen type) in 

fluorescein derivatives (i. e. Rose Bengal, Eosin, 

Erythrosin)25,29,30,65-71 and in BODIPY derivatives,72,73 
facilitated intersystem crossing (ISC) between the initially-

formed singlet excited state and the long-lived triplet excited 

state of lowest energy, from which intermolecular 
photoinduced electron transfer can occur. In the same time, the 

halogen substituents also contribute to the decomposition of 

the dyes via cleavage of the C-halogen bonds in their reduced 
forms. The production of H2 with the non halogenated 

fluorescein has been nevertheless observed when this organic 

dye is used in high concentration, which leads to its 
aggregation and longer lived dimer emission when compared 

to diluted solutions (τ = 12 vs 5 ns).25,27,31,33-36,74-78  Such an 

aggregation has not been observed with TATA+ in water since 

the max of the visible bands and the associated molar 

absorption coefficients have been found to be independent 

from the concentration in the 10 μM - 2 mM range (Figure 

S11).  

2.2. Electrochemical properties of TATA+: generation and 
characterization of TATA•. In agreement with compounds of 

this family,51,59,79-81 the cyclic voltammogram of TATA(PF6) 

in CH3CN displays a one-electron reversible reduction process 
at E1/2 = –1.48 V vs Ag/AgNO3 (i.e. –1.59 V vs Fc+/Fc or –

1.18 V vs SCE) assigned to the redox couple 

“TATA+/TATA•”, followed by an irreversible wave, assigned 
to “TATA•/TATA–” (Epc = –2.10 V vs Ag/AgNO3, see 

Figures 2A and S12, and Table S1). Four successive one-

electron oxidation waves are also recorded (Epa = +0.96, 

+1.38, +1.68 and +2.14 V) with the first one, quasi-reversible, 
assigned to the formation of the radical dication TATA2+• 

(Figure 2). The very negative potential of the first reduction 

wave of this organic dye (E1/2 = –1.18 V vs SCE) will allow an 
efficient reduction of the cobalt catalyst 1 (E1/2 = –0.85 V vs 

SCE in water  for the CoII/CoI couple) by the photo-generated 

reduced radical form, TATA• (Table S1).53,55 Although this 
reduction potential is less negative than that of Ru by about 

160 mV (potentials comparison in CH3CN, Table S1), it is 

more negative than most of the dyes already tested in H2 

evolving photocatalytic systems (around -1.0 V in CH3CN). 
Only non halogenated BODIPY39-43,82 and fluorescein3,67 

present reduction potentials in the -1.16/-1.25 V range vs SCE 

(in CH3CN), similar to that of TATA+. 
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Figure 2. Cyclic voltammograms at a glassy carbon electrode 

(scan rate = 0.1 V s-1) of 0.5 mM solution of TATA(PF6) in 

CH3CN + 0.1 M [Bu4N]BF4: (A) initial solution and (B) after an 

exhaustive reduction at –1.60 V vs Ag/AgNO3 leading to the 

quantitative formation of TATA• (after transfer of one electron 

per molecule of initial TATA+).  

The high stability of the reduced radical form of the PS is also 

a key factor for the long term durability and thus, for the 
efficiency of photocatalytic systems for H2 production 

involving a reductive pathway. As stated in the introduction, 

the commonly employed visible-light photosensitizers are 
polypyridyl transition metal complexes and organic molecules 

that are, however, limited by the instability of their reduced 

forms. The stability of TATA• in CH3CN was investigated by 

bulk electrolysis at –1.60 V vs Ag/AgNO3, at room 
temperature (Figure 1A). After the exchange of one-electron, 

TATA• is quantitatively formed as shown by the resulting 

cyclic voltammogram (Figures 2B and S12). Upon 
electrolysis, the visible bands of the initial bright reddish 

solution of TATA+ gradually decrease while a new intense 

and sharp absorption band at 406 nm increases, along with 
growth of several less intense bands at both longer and shorter 

wavelengths (Figures 1A and S13). This spectroscopic 

signature of the TATA• derivative, obtained for the first time, 

has allowed the unambiguous identification of this species in 
the course of photocatalysis by transient absorption 

spectroscopy (see below). In addition, the electro-generated 

solution is perfectly stable for at least one hour under 
anaerobic conditions, thereby demonstrating the excellent 

stability of TATA• in CH3CN. X-band EPR spectroscopy also 

confirms the formation of TATA•. Indeed, the X-band EPR 
signature of the reduced solution with a single isotropic signal 

centered at g = 2.00 is characteristic of an organic radical 

species,79 fully consistent with the formation of TATA• 
(Figure S14). As expected, bulk electrolysis at –1.0 V is 

quantitatively restoring TATA+ (Figure S12). This noticeable 

stability of TATA• can be accounted for its peculiar structure, 

namely a planar scaffold incorporating three electron-donating 
nitrogen atoms. This configuration is likely to promote 

delocalization of the radical. Open-shell species in which the 

radical is less delocalized as in the MLCT states of Ru 
photosensitizers are indeed much more reactive and 

potentially subject to dimerization or reaction with solvents.79  

2.1. Photocatalytic activities for hydrogen production 
with the TATA+/1/HA-/H2A system. We have investigated the 

photocatalytic H2 production with TATA+ as the PS using 

catalyst 1 in a 5 mL deaerated aqueous solution in presence of 

an acetate buffer solution (1.0 M) and HA–/H2A (total 

concentration of 0.1 M) under visible light irradiation (400 – 
700 nm; see Tables S2 and S3). The amount of H2 produced 

was quantified in real time by gas chromatography, and used 

to calculate the turnover number and the initial turnover 
frequency of catalyst, denoted TONCat and TOFCat, 

respectively (Table S4). All experiments were repeated at least 

three times and reproducible values (error margin of 4%) were 
obtained. Control experiments in absence of either HA–/H2A 

or 1 did not produce any appreciable amounts of H2, whilst a 

very small production of H2 was detected with TATA+ and 

HA–/H2A. This amount, within the error margin, can be 

considered as negligible (Figure S16A and Table S4).  

The pH dependence of the photocatalytic activity of 

TATA+/1/HA–/H2A was first evaluated with 500 μM of 
TATA+ and 10 μM of 1 (Figure 3). Regardless of the pH, the 

system is very active with TONCat values that largely exceed 

1000. The highest performances were obtained at pH 4.5, with 
a TONCat value of 4076 after 23.5 hours of irradiation, 

compared to about 3000 TONCat at pH 4.0 or 5.0. At pH 3.0 

and 6.0, the activity is lower with about 1435 and 1700 
TONCat, respectively. While the initial TOF values are quite 

similar for pH 3.0, 4.0 and 4.5, the stability of the 

photocatalytic system is significantly enhanced at pH 4.5, 

resulting in the highest TONCat values. Conversely, the initial 
TOF decreases significantly at pH higher than 4.5, with an 

induction period starting to appear. Such pH dependence 

results from a balance between several factors, such as the 
reactivity and the stability of the catalyst, as well as the 

efficiency of the photo-induced electron transfer process.5,83,84 

Indeed, when the pH increases, the production of H2 is limited 
by the disfavored protonation of the reduced form of the cobalt 

catalyst to generate the hydride catalytic intermediate. At more 

acidic pH, it is instead the formation of the reduced state of the 

photosensitizer which is disfavored because the concentration 

of the SD, HA-, decreases. 
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of TATA+ (0.5 mM), [Co(CR14)Cl2]Cl (1, 10 µM), and 

NaHA/H2A (0.1 M).  

Thus, we further explored the photocatalytic activity of 

this system at pH 4.5. At this pH, mercury poisoning 

experiments allowed to ruling out the formation of cobalt 

colloids. Indeed, the presence of a large excess of mercury has 
no meaningful effect on the catalytic activity of the 

TATA+/1/HA-/H2A system (Figure S15), clearly indicating 

that no detectable quantity of colloid made of Co(0) 
nanoparticles was formed during the process of photocatalytic 

H2 production. This is in agreement with previous experiments 

using this catalyst in association with Ru as photosensitizer.53 
In addition if the cobalt catalyst 1 is replaced by a simple 

cobalt salt, [Co(OH2)6]Cl2, the very small amount of H2 

corresponds to that produced by TATA+/HA–/H2A solutions 

(Table S4). 
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Figure 4. Photocatalytic hydrogen production (TON) as a 

function of time from a deaerated 1 M acetate buffer (5 mL) at pH 

4.5 under visible light irradiation in presence of PS (0.5 mM), 

NaHA/H2A (0.1 M) and with various concentrations of 1, (A) 

TATA+ and (B) comparison of TATA+ and Ru. 

Then, the photocatalytic activity of TATA+/1/HA–/H2A 

was investigated by varying the concentration of 1. When the 
concentration of 1 decreases from 50 to 1 µM (whilst 

maintaining TATA+ at 500 μM), considerably higher TONCat 

and TOFCat values were obtained (e.g. TONCat from 920 up to 

8952 corresponding to TOFCat values of 94 to 6500 h-1; see 
Figures 4A and S16A, Table S4). Such a behavior, generally 

observed with similar photocatalytic systems using other 

families of cobalt catalysts in water,85-94 is expected because 

the increase of the PS/Cat ratio promotes the reduction of the 
catalyst, i.e. the reduction of the catalyst is less or not limited 

by the amount of PS in solution, leading to the formation of 

the hydride species as key intermediate for H2 production. 
However, unlike what is observed here, decreasing the 

concentration of the catalyst usually leads to a significant 

decrease in the stability of the photocatalytic system. In 

addition, the TONCat values measured here with 1 are 

extremely high, much higher than those we previously 

obtained with this catalyst in association with Ru as the PS 

that never exceeds 2000. In fact, in our previous studies, the 
maximum TONCat values reached in water were 1100 at pH 4.0 

with Ru (500 µM) and 1 (50 µM) and 1950 at pH 4.5 with Ru 

(500 µM) and 1 (1 µM).53,55 In these studies, although an 
identical experimental set-up was used, aqueous solutions 

were buffered with higher concentrations of HA–/H2A (total 

concentration of 1.1 M) and this can affect the stability of the 

photocatalytic system.  

 

To reliably compare the respective activities of the metal-

free TATA+ and Ru as the reference PS, we thus performed 
experiments with Ru in strictly identical conditions, i. e. in 1.0 

M acetate buffer at pH 4.5 with 0.1 M HA–/H2A. A small 

quantity of H2 was also detected in aqueous 1.0 M acetate 
buffer solutions containing only Ru (500 µM) and HA–/H2A 

(0.1 M) (Figure S16B and Table S4), in agreement with 

previous observations.53,55,93,95 Interestingly, this amount is 
larger than that produced with TATA+ in the same conditions 

by about four times (see above and Table S4). This is 

consistent with the fact that the reduced state of Ru, 

[RuII(bpy)2(bpy•-)]+, “denoted Ru–”, is a stronger reducing 
agent than TATA• by about 160 mV (Table S1). This amount 

of H2 represents only about 3% at the highest tested catalyst 

concentration (50 μM), and about 10% at the lowest 

concentration (5 M) (see below and Table S4 for corrected 

values denoted TONCat* and TOFCat*).  

Figure 4B shows the comparison of activities of both the PS at 
three different concentrations of 1: 50, 10 and 5 μM. For lower 

concentrations in 1, the results obtained with Ru were not 

reproducible enough due to the slight quantity of H2 produced, 
which is close to the blank, i. e. Ru (500 µM) and HA–/H2A 

(0.1 M). At the highest catalyst concentration of 50 μM, the H2 

production is similar for both PS around 22 h (about 900 
TONCat), although the photocatalytic system with TATA+ is 

still producing H2 at this stage. By contrast, a significant 

difference between the two PSs appears at lower 

concentrations in catalyst, the catalytic activity with TATA+ 
being much more effective. Indeed, at 10 and 5 μM, TONCat 

values of 4076 and 5914 were respectively measured for 

TATA+, to be compared with values of 1190 and 2034 for Ru. 
The markedly higher TONCat values obtained with TATA+ as 

PS can be directly correlated to the higher stability of the 

photocatalytic system under prolonged visible-light 
irradiation. Indeed, with this organic dye, H2 is produced for 

more than 22 h whatever the catalyst concentration compared 

to 3 – 6 h with Ru.  

In fact, the organic dye TATA+ was found to be by far more 
stable than Ru as PS under these photocatalytic conditions of 

acidic aqueous solutions, as shown by UV-vis absorption 

spectrophotometry. The remarkable stability of TATA+ is 
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indeed supported by monitoring the UV/vis absorption spectra 
of 1.0 M acetate buffered solutions of TATA+ (500 µM) with 

HA–/H2A (0.1 M) at pH 4.5, either in the absence or presence 

of catalyst (Figures 5). In the absence of 1, the spectrum 
remains almost unchanged even after a prolonged irradiation 

of 46 h.  
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Figure 5. UV-visible absorption spectra of 0.5 mM TATA(Cl) in 

1 M acetate buffer (5 mL) at pH 4.5 and NaHA/H2A (0.1 M), after 

46 h of visible irradiation without catalyst and after about 22h of 

irradiation with various concentrations of 1. Optical path = 1 mm.  

In similar conditions, in agreement with previous 

observations,88 Ru is much less stable, since after only 3 h, the 

intensity of its visible band at 450 nm has already decreased 
by 40% (Figure S17A). This degradation is well-known to be 

the result of the poor stability of the reduced formed, Ru–, 

generated by the reductive quenching of the excited state of 
Ru (Ru*) by HA–, which can undergo substitution of one of 

its bpy ligands in acidic aqueous solution by solvent molecules 

and/or anions such as ascorbate or acetate.85,88 Ruthenium bis-
bipyridine species also exhibit absorption bands in the visible 

domain with maxima close to that of Ru, but with ca. twofold 

smaller molecular absorption coefficients.88,96 Ru is thus fully 

transformed after about 22 h (Figure S17A). This degradation 
of Ru can be only partially limited in the presence of 

relatively high concentration in catalyst (~50 µM) (Figure 

S17B) as this catalyst acts as a quencher of the Ru– species 
(see below). In the case of TATA+, at least 75% of the initial 

concentration of the organic dye is saved after 22 – 23.5 h of 

irradiation in the presence of 1, whatever its concentration 
(Figure 5). This behavior is fully consistent with the fact that 

the H2 production is still maintained after 22 h, even at very 

low catalyst concentration (Figure 4A). Such a behavior is 

unusual since generally, as stated above, decreasing the 
catalyst concentration while maintaining constant the 

concentration of the PS, significantly decreases the stability of 

the photocatalytic system. The degradation of TATA+ 
therefore appears not to be the limiting factor for the H2 

production in this time scale. The progressive decrease in 

hydrogen production over time for the photocatalytic system 
with TATA+ is thus most likely the result of the partial 

catalyst degradation that can be also coupled to the 

accumulation of dehydroascorbic acid, which is the oxidation 
product of the ascorbate donor,5,86,88,91,97 rather than that of the 

degradation of the PS itself, that remains active after 22 h 

(about 75 % of the initial amount of TATA+ is still present in 
solution (Figure 5)). Dehydroascorbic acid is known to be a 

good electron acceptor capable of preventing any electron 

transfer to the catalyst by trapping the electron from the 
reduced photosensitizer and thus short-circuiting the 

catalysis.86,91,97 Indeed, the addition of catalyst after 22 h of 

photocatalysis restores only partially the catalytic activity 

(about twenty percent) consistent with a large accumulation of 

dehydroascorbic acid at this stage (Figure S18).  

 

2.2. Mechanistic insight into the TATA+/1/HA-/H2A 
system from photophysical and transient absorption 
measurements. We have investigated in greater details the 

first steps of the photocatalytic mechanism by carrying out 

photophysical studies. It should be first recalled that upon 
dissolution of the cobalt(III) catalyst 1 in an aqueous 

NaHA/H2A buffer, the [CoII(CR14)(OH2)2]2+ complex is 

immediately generated in situ via through the one-electron 
reduction of 1 by HA–, accompanied with the substitution of 

the chloride anions by water molecules.53 The initial step of 

the photocatalytic cycle could either be a reductive quenching 
of the excited state of TATA+, denoted TATA+*, by electron 

transfer from HA– that leads to the formation of TATA•, or an 

oxidative quenching of TATA+* by the catalyst 
[CoII(CR14)(OH2)2]2+, thereby generating the TATA2+• species 

and [CoI(CR14)(OH2)x]+. In fact, at pH 4.5, the luminescence 

of TATA+* is quenched by HA– with a rate constant kq1 of 3.6 

×  109 M–1 s–1 (Figure S19A), a value two orders of magnitude 
higher than those obtained between NaHA and Ru* (2 × 107 

M-1 s-1).98 This difference can be explained by the greater 

driving force for the electron transfer between TATA+* and 

NaHA (G° = -0.95 eV) than between Ru* and NaHA (G° = 

-0.49 eV). In the case of oxidative quenching of TATA+* by 

the [CoII(CR14)(H2O)2]2+ catalyst, the quenching constant is 
3.4-fold higher with a kq2 value of 1.23 ×  1010 M–1 s–1 (Figure 

S19B). This value, close to the limit of the diffusion kinetics 

of the species in solution, is further higher than that measured 
for the quenching of Ru* by [CoII(CR14)(H2O)2]2+.53 

Nevertheless, similarly to previous studies with Ru,55,93 

because of the concentration of HA– (0.076 M) by far higher 
than that of the cobalt catalyst (in the 1 – 50 µM range) under 

the photocatalytic conditions, the reductive quenching by HA– 

dominates with a pseudo-first order kinetics of 2.73 × 108 s–1 

vs. 1.23 – 61.5 ×  104 s–1 for the oxidative quenching by the 

cobalt catalyst. 

Nanosecond transient absorption spectroscopy 

measurements further substantiated that the initial step of the 
photocatalytic cycle is the reductive quenching of TATA+* by 

HA–. Indeed the spectral signature of TATA• that is, the sharp 

absorption band at around 400 nm is detected in the transient 
absorption spectra obtained after irradiation of an aqueous 

solution containing TATA+ and HA– with or without 1 

(Figures 6 and 7, respectively). In the absence of 1, the 

regeneration of TATA+ results in an intricate charge 
recombination process with various oxidized forms of 

ascorbate,99 which can be fitted according to a second-order 

kinetics with a rate constant of 3.26 × 109 M–1 s–1 (Figures 
S20-S21). In the presence of 1, the decay of TATA• leading to 

TATA+ is significantly faster as a consequence of the electron 

transfer process with the Co(II) form of the catalyst leading to 
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its reduction into Co(I), which competes efficiently with the 
back electron transfer process between TATA• and the 

oxidized forms of HA- (Figure 7 and S22). Indeed the decay at 

400 nm is concomitant with an increase in absorbance of a 
large band at around 680 nm typical of the Co(I) reduced form 

of the catalyst (Figure 7).55 The decay of TATA• in presence 

of [CoII(CR14)(OH2)2]2+ can be fitted with a mono-exponential 

function yielding a pseudo first-order rate-constant of 1.47 × 

105 s–1 (Figure S21). 

 

 

Figure 6. Transient absorption spectra after laser excitation at 532 

nm of a deaerated 1 M aqueous acetate buffered solution at pH 4.5 

containing TATA+ (100 µM) and NaHA/H2A (0.1 M) within the 

30-900 μs time range. 

Taking into account the concentration of the catalyst (200 

μM), the electron transfer reaction between TATA• and 

[CoII(CR14)(OH2)2]2+ corresponds to a second order kinetics 

of 7.35 × 108 M–1 s–1. This kinetics is around two times smaller 
than that between Ru– and [CoII(CR14)(OH2)2]2+ (1.4 × 109 M–

1 s–1),55 most likely because of the less exergonic (by 0.16 V) 

reaction occurring with TATA• (see Table S1).  

  

 

Figure 7. Transient absorption spectra recorded after laser 

excitation at 532 nm of a deaerated 1 M acetate buffer solution at 

pH 4.5 containing TATA+ (100 µM), NaHA/H2A (0.1 M) and 1 

(200 µM) (pathlength = 1 cm) within the 0.5 – 20 μs (A) or 20 – 

500 µs (B) time ranges.  

These experiments also highlight the appearance and decay of 
the absorbance at 680 nm of the reduced Co(I) form of the 

catalyst55 stemming from an electron transfer from TATA• to 

[CoII(CR14)(OH2)2]2+ (Figure 7). The decay of Co(I) with a 
rate constant of 7.1 × 103 s–1 (Figure S22) is assumed to be 

controlled by its protonation, leading to a hydride complex as 

intermediate species for H2 generation.53,100 However, such 

hydride cobalt species are elusive species and thus difficult to 
observe experimentally101 in contrast to H2-evolving catalysts 

based on polypyridinyl rhodium complexes for which hydride 

intermediates can be isolated and characterized.102,103  

The reductive quenching of positively charged photo-

sensitizers by anionic electron donors has been shown to have 

a relevance to the formation of ion-pair between the cationic 
PS and the anionic SD.104-106 In such cases, the yield of charge-

separated state used to saturate when the SD concentration 

increases. We did not observe such saturation behavior by 

transient absorption spectroscopy experiments upon increasing 
the HA–/H2A concentration, but instead a decrease of the 

generation yield of the reduced species, TATA• (Figure S23). 

In addition, the absorption spectra of TATA+ is not 
significantly affected by the HA–/H2A concentration in the 

range of 5 mM to 1 M. These observations provide no 

evidences to support the formation of an ion-pair between 
TATA+ and HA–. 

 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, we introduced a new class of organic 

photosensitizer that belongs to the triazatriangulenium family 

for the visible-light driven H2 production. The 
tris(ethoxyethanol)triazatriangulenium derivative (TATA+) 

has been established as an excellent photosensitizer when 

combined to a molecular H2-evolving catalyst and ascorbate as 
a sacrificial electron donor in purely aqueous acidic solution. 

Indeed, the relatively long lifetime of its singlet excited state 

(14 ns), coupled to a negative reduction potential of -1.18 V vs 

SCE and to an excellent stability of its reduced form, the 
organic radical TATA•, make this organic PS perfectly suited 

for photo-induced electron transfer reactions to drive catalytic 

processes, especially through a reductive quenching pathway. 
Very efficient H2 production has been observed in water at pH 

4.5 when this dye is associated with both a cobalt 

tetraazamacrocyclic catalyst (1) and ascorbate. In addition to 
the intrinsic efficiency of the cobalt complex as H2-evolving 

catalyst in water, the high photocatalytic performances of this 

molecular system are due to its high stability over time, even 
at low catalyst concentration. This stability is directly 

correlated with the remarkable stability of TATA•, generated 

by the reductive quenching, whose particular structure 

contributes to the delocalization of the radical, limiting its 
reactivity. It is worth highlighting that the performances of 

this dye can by far exceed those of the benchmark Ru tris-

bipyridine in similar conditions as a consequence of the lower 
stability of its [RuII(bpy)2(bpy•-)]+ form (denoted Ru–). The 

spectroscopic signature of TATA•, obtained for the first time 
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from bulk electrolysis experiments, has unambiguously 
allowed identifying the formation of this species during the 

photocatalytic cycle by transient absorption spectroscopy. The 

key Co(I) intermediate species was also identified by this 
technique, thus supporting the subsequent electron transfer 

from TATA• to the cobalt catalyst.  

This study also demonstrates that the cobalt 

tetraazamacrocyclic catalyst is capable of achieving a large 
number of catalytic cycles, up to 8950 at 1 μM, if the system is 

not limited by the stability of the PS. It should be emphasized 

that the performances of the TATA+/1/HA- system described 
in this work are also by far higher than those of the 

perylene/Ni phosphine/HA- system, the only other molecular 

system with an organic dye already reported to operate in 

acidic aqueous solutions. 

Finally, organic dyes belonging to the triazatriangulenium 

family, exhibiting sufficiently negative reduction potentials, 

could certainly be used with several other families of H2-
evolving molecular catalysts. These results more widely 

demonstrate that organic dyes can be considered as relevant 

and valuable alternatives to (noble) metal-based 
photosensitizers and thus pave the way towards robust 

homogeneous molecular photocatalytic systems in aqueous 

solutions, based on earth-abundant elements, not only for H2 

production but also for CO2 reduction.  
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